
A triangle, a rectangle, a circle—geometry softly dripping down 

from a beige canvas. A liver, a hand, a stomach—beautiful 

visceral masses that have their own nervous systems. 
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Ragna Bley—An Idiosyncratic Abecedary

N I C E  T O  M E E T  Y O U

BY FILIPA RAMOS 

Inter-waver, Robber’s robber, Two chord wake—the actual titles of 
three large acrylic paintings by the Swedish artist Ragna Bley, 
which were the starting point for this abecedarian conversation. 
Bley’s consistency in playing with the materiality of things and 
with its modes of representation lead her to dilute painting, sculp-
ture, and story-telling into a complex body of work, in which one 
can encounter organic geometries, bodily forms, soft palettes, syn-
thetic colors, and natural materials—all folded into one another. 
These many layers blend her interests in sci-fi literature, language, 
natural sciences, and biopolitics in a manner that also incorporates 
the disclosure of personal memory and intimacy. Abstraction has 
never been so concrete. Here, she has been asked by Filipa Ramos 
to revisit some of the tropes that her work is dealing with; the result 
being that of a partial, private, and deeply idiosyncratic alphabet. 

ARTIFICIAL

Improved, altered, changed; improve, alter, change; improving, al-
tering, changing; no nature; no to normality; no category; changed 
categories; new levels.

BLUE

“Poseidon always has the blue eyebrows of Poseidon.”
This is from an email I got from my friend Ragnhild Aamås just be-
fore my Pine Pitch exhibition opened at Hester, New York, which 
also included this extract on the use of adjectives, from the intro-
duction of Anne Carson’s Autobiography of Red:

“Of course there are several different ways to be. In the world of the 
Homeric epic, for example, being is stable and particularity is set fast in 
tradition. When Homer mentions blood, blood is black. When wom-
en appear, women are neat-ankled or glancing. Poseidon always has 
the blue eyebrows of Poseidon. Gods’ laughter is unquenchable. Human 
knees are quick. The sea is unwearying. Death is bad. Cowards’ livers* 
are white. Homer’s epithets are a fixed diction with which Homer fas-
tens every substance in the world to its aptest attribute and holds them 
in place for epic consumption. There is a passion in it but what kind of 
passion? ‘Consumption is not a passion for substances but a passion 
for the code,’ says Baudrillard.” 
*The first time I read this, I misread it with “Cowards’ lives are white.”

CIRCLE

Spiral, frustration, and comfort in repetition. 

Or “The circle is an abstraction; the characteristic of a myriad of 
things, the substance of none. It is a special case in the class of ellipses 
(the straight line is another), as the square is a special case in the class 
of rectangles (again the other extreme is the straight line). The faster 
it spins, the less it appears to; when its spin reaches infinite velocity, 
the circle rests. It is a creation of the mind and, at the same time, a 
threat to it. In some inconceivably special situation, the wind might 
cause the circle to acquire direction, enter time, become a wave.” 

In 2011, I co-curated a show in Oslo entitled If inside to get out, if 
outside to get in; the title is borrowed from Cornelius Cardew’s sex-
tet The Tiger’s Mind. A written text that functions as a music score. 
The passage above is the description of one of the six characters: 
the circle. The other five are: Amy, the tiger, the tree, the wind, 
and mind. 

DISASTER

Somewhere, I read an interview with an artist. I don’t remember 
whom, or in which context, but he talked about his work and said 
that everyone likes jeans, sex, and music. He was from New York. 

ECOLOGY

The cup of coffee you have in the morning, you boil a litre of wa-
ter, let it pour through the filter. The water footprint of that cup 
is 140 litres. Imagine that pouring over you as you drink that cup. 
Abstraction and what if. Unexpected consequences. You put on 
a new t-shirt. That is another 1000 litres of water. Two bathtubs. 
Imagine. You read the paper; while sipping your coffee; on your 
iPad, computer, device; while simultaneously saying hello to a 
friend, liking her photo, that cute dog. The news squares of images 
and headlines: one square, the weather (summer is looking hot); 
another square, football result; dinner recommendations (in-be-
tween advert slim body now); another square, 200 people killed 
in an earthquake. Those combinations, that number. Abstraction. 
Lives become numbers and the emotional response to the numbers 
differs; it depends. (I’m talking about you but it could also be me). 
It starts to rain. Time to go—a meeting, studio. 

FUTURE

The other time when we came together to the filter beds, dusk, 
ripe blackberries we picked and ate immediately, trying to get the 
sweet-but-not-too-soft ones. When I was a kid and we picked wild 
strawberries, we had different sounds for sour and sweet. Sour was 
eeee and sweet was oooh. We discovered the bushes together, as it 
was the first time we came to earth, and in the middle, there was a 
platform. If we would lie down, it would have taken 15 grown peo-
ple to reach from one end to the other of it. The round platform, 
hard but warm, concrete, was marked like that of a sun drawn by a 
child. “This is maybe were we landed,” you said. 

GHOSTLY

I would say traces but that might not be it. 

HAND

I have an image on repeat in my head—it’s me cutting off my own 
fingers with a kitchen knife. I feel the slightly uneven surface of 
the plastic board on my fingertips and see the knife closing down 
on my skin and nails. Then, when the pain should start, the image 
freezes and repeats. I walked with someone I know very well—
and yet, not at all—and the image kept coming. It was the end of 
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Alpine Yellow (detail), 2016. Courtesy: the artist and HESTER, New York
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Two chord wake, 2016. Courtesy: the artist and HESTER, New York
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From left to right - Inter-waver, 2016; Robber’s robber, 2016; Clicks and talk, 2016. Pine Pitch installation view at HESTER, New York, 2016. 
Courtesy: the artist and HESTER, New York

Empire Prefers Quiet Methods, 2013. Courtesy: the artist
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Clove hitch, 2016. Courtesy: the artist and HESTER, New York Neyeyeyeyah, 2015. Courtesy: the artist

From left to right - Supporter in shade, 2015; One-size veil, 2015; It took a week to remember what I already know, 2015.  
Conflicting Evidence installation view at 1857, Oslo, 2015. Courtesy: the artist and 1857, Oslo
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summer and warm; the shadows from the trees on the pavement 
were making dark-grey branch patterns. I felt there was a lot I 
should say. I didn’t know what and I started to think about the 
wrongness of having nothing to say, nothing to talk about with 
someone so close. But I didn’t want to fill out the silences; it ’s 
not needed in that way anymore. So I was quiet. And touched my 
index fingers respectively with each thumb. 

IRIDESCENT

I didn’t know the meaning of this word, so I Googled it. I know 
its meaning but not the word, it turns out. Wikipedia tells me that 
the term comes from the Greek word iris, meaning rainbow, and 
the Latin word –escent, a tendency towards. I like the word. Maybe 
I should start using it. Another word for the same phenomena is 
goniochromism. 

J

Is an incomplete I, an incomplete eye. Is beginning of Jr. Is the air 
to the throne, to the CEO position climbing too fast without effort. 
In my first language, it makes the sound eee like the first part of 
Jeeez. Could be Jesus, of course. 

LAYERS

Interchangeable, mille-feuille, osmotic, not hermetically sealed. 

LITERATURE

Images without images.

MOUTH

Women have two mouths: the upper and the lower. One should 
keep the upper one silent and the lower closed. Madness might 
come, or rather you’d be mad, if not. 

“Putting a door on the female mouth has been an important 
project of patriarchal culture from antiquity to the present day. 
Its chief tactic is an ideological association of female sound with 
monstrosity, disorder and death,” wrote Anne Carson in her text, 
The Gender of Sound.  

NATURE

Darling River is a book by Sara Stridsberg, a Lolita story written 
from Lolita’s perspective. She is several women at once: the over-
weight child with bad teeth, the mother travelling in Europe, and 
the teenager in dirty clothes that meets her lovers by the muddy 
riverbed. Through the use of language, landscapes (driving cars 
through American deserts) become bodies, too. The mud, the ash 
from fires, the greys. Reading the book is like eating something 
disgusting but not being able to stop.

ORGAN

The amazing anatomical lexicon Gray’s Anatomy sits like a bible on 
my shelf (together with a book from the 1970s of the first photo-
graphs from inside the body). Take the sympathetic trunk, part of 
the sympathetic nervous system, which “allows nerve fibres to trav-
el to spinal nerves that are superior and inferior to the one in which 
they originated.” Think about all the things that are still unknown. 

A doctor once said to me—talking about faith, really—that if the 
universe is infinite and Big Bang is just a small part of it, there are 
infinite possibilities; if the future is infinite, at some point the com-
binations of the atoms that make up your body may regroup them-
selves and shape you again. It might just take a very long time. 

PENGUIN

— Keep the egg warm.
When I dive, I catch.

QUANTUM

How much?
Grasping behind the wall, multiple possibilities, expandable frac-
tions, too many to keep consciously alive, bouncing back and forth, 
as the median number of things to remember decreases after 7. Milk, 
bread, cucumber, toilet paper, salt, apples, yeast… Brain freeze.

RADIOACTIVE

Invisibility
NORM*
Half-life
The next generation
Deep geological repository
There is no final storage for radioactive waste. The people around 
where I grew up protested against the creation of a repository in 
one of the most stable bedrocks in the world. I visited Forsmark 
Nuclear Power Plant, in the north of Stockholm, went down un-
derground, went to their visiting centre. All so clinical, so correct. 
I took photos with my single use camera. Mostly of the seals out-
side, they love the hot water from the cooling system. I was 14.

* Naturally occurring radioactive material

SEA

Another picture: lying in bed, fully dressed, soft breasts, barely the 
nipple is visible through the green-blue, washed-out singlet. Flannel, 
Radical Fitness is the tag on the trousers, as if. We continuously fall 
down through layers of fabric, the madras, the steel melted down 
through the rugged floor to the apartment under; the concrete is no 
problem when one is liquid to begin with. The room, the same size of 
another body and another bed, I melted through his skin; the power 
of his bloodstreams gave me an instant rush, oxygen to my blood that 
now was dissolved and mixed like a cream cake that is mixed and not 
baked; egg, flour, milk, sugar, whipped cream, strawberry jam, and 
just like that was my body, you become what you eat. He woke up, 
this strange man who now was mixed with dough, not unpleasantly 
surprised since he always wished for belonging, too. I whispered with 
my whiskey voice. I could feel his nerves get tense and if his body still 
would have been intact his cock would be erected. Now we were just 
blended and I felt his arousal as if it was mine; cream, blood, muscle 
fat, cells, and organs no longer of any importance. They were still 
there but heartbeats were changing into a rhythm; we could no lon-
ger separate because we were the same house song, low beat building 
up. We didn’t feel we ended and no beginnings, and of course as one 
could expect, we continued to melt; his dirty sheets stained by many 
long hours of work and lonely nights were of no hinder anymore. We 
continued to melt because we were only still on the second floor. 

SKIN

Beige brown, soft carpet, sticky table, dark short hairs, tea-stained 
cups, black leather chairs. A lonely plant. Dirty windows. Slight 
smell of garbage, incense, and male perfume. 

STILL LIFE

An old man walks into the bus. It takes him a long time to climb up 
the low step to get on but he has his bus card ready. The bus is full. 
He walks slowly with his cane, a small man, reaching only to my 
shoulders. A woman in a black niqab gets up to leave him her seat; 
she also carries a cane. 

STONE

Transformation and diversity of connotations. A thing (name, 
trope) that creates as many different images in people ’s minds as 
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Neyeyeyeyah, 2015. Courtesy: the artist
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there are people. A chair. Word “stone” movement in mind, barefoot 
on concrete steps, smooth stone on cheek washed and (g)rounded 
by sea and ice, build a wall, coal mine, punishment, iron ore under 
the ground, refined and made for landmines, exported from the tall 
northern country south. “Paint” movement in mind, wherever you 
go (with it), boredom, emotion, breakfast. (Still) may be “an image 
of ” reveals its impotence, it shows the world yet it is not the world 
it is showing.*

* Jean-Luc Nancy, The Ground of the Image, 2005 

SUPERSTITION

Inside the glass-surfaced gadgets live our new gnomes. We* do 
things because; we may not know why we do it (turn the Wi-Fi but-
ton on and off three times, restart our computers, take a detour in 
browsing); it will just work then or we think it will improve our 
chances. We stop asking questions; we use the habits from older sys-
tems when dealing with new ones. 

*Feel free to interpret the We here. It could refer to, but is not re-
stricted to, humans who have access to those liquid crystal screens 
and silicon based computational devices. 

I was thinking about a text I read, Echoes of Individuation: The 
Black Stack, Bicameral Minds & EVP, and the relationship between 
schizophrenia, hearing voices and its relationship historically with 
language as technology, written and spoken. I haven’t read it prop-
erly, but remember being very annoyed with the arguments used. 

SURFACE

How thin is a surface? I remember talking to one of my old teach-
ers about paint rising up to the surface. I trained at a classical paint-
ing school for one year (nude painting classes from 9 to 4), and 
I remember so clearly some of the discussions on these painterly 
ways of seeing what you’re doing. It’s somehow easier to see with 
others. To tone a surface so it creates an illusion of a room, instead 
of jumping up and creating another illusion of being “on top” of 
the image. Or how to make something in a painting look like an 
opening, a dark room behind the open door, a cavern,—“Use a 
warm colour,” one of them said. “Brown. I don’t know why it is 
so but it works.” 

SYNTHETIC

Stockings. The ones we wore were always ripped. Always black 
ones, in layers. Always too cold in the winter. 

MOUSSE 54 
NICE TO MEET YOU

The New York-based artist Noah Barker discusses the role of 

negation in the thinking of the last century, specifically the ability 

of art to test capital while describing its social functions and the 

continually on-call mode that has become prevalent even among 

art professionals. Noah Barker was born in 1991 and is currently based in New York. His fall 2015 
exhibition at First Continent, Baltimore, Prologue: Divergence Motor/Albatross 
Alarm, set the scene for a narrative based in a futureless present which his 
fall 2016 exhibition at And Now, Dallas, will attempt to enact. Between these 
exhibitions he will have participated in the X Bienal de Nicaragua and the first 
Okayama Art Summit. 

Projecting an Island from Another

MARK BEASLEY IN CONVERSATION WITH NOAH BARKER

En route to Okayama, Japan, where Development, the inaugural 
Okayama Art Summit Triennial is being planned, artist Noah 
Barker speaks with curatorial advisor Mark Beasley about ideas 
surrounding his previous and future projects. The conversation 
occurs while touring an island under going renovation in the 
East River that lies between Manhattan Island to its left and the 
borough of Queens on Long Island to its east.

MARK BEASLEY

I have to be certain not to erase over past conversations on this 
card… there’s an interview with Malcolm McLaren I gotta get 
off it… Ok, so, negation… Maybe we can start there. It was a 
word  that recurred over a number of the conversations we had 
in Japan and I noticed the term again when I was reading one of 
your press releases. Can you define your usage? Do you view it 
as a form of denial or a means of thinking? NOAH BARKER

   Negation is a motor 
of a lot of thought from the past hundred plus years and it refers to 
a lack. It’s an aspect of the process of modernity that manifests itself 
in personal and social ways. It’s a historically implicated conception 
that I am positioning myself in relation to. It’s also got to do with the 
cynic as one who imagines the present as “what should not be” and 
the future as “what ought to be.” MB

  The cynic was something “to 
be” at some point; now it’s a dismissive term because it largely 
addresses notions of progress that are not acceptable. 

NB

Exactly. MB

 So what would the opening few lines be of your imagi-
ned Dummy’s Guide To Negation? NB

  It would read, “Beneath the 
cobblestone, the beach.” It would mean get rid of this society and 
start over for something more accommodating. And the point of that 
show… MB

 What was this show called? NB

  “International Curren-
cy,” which is a phrase taken from the collector Donald Rubell. 
He says, “Art has become an international currency.” The quote 
is brought up on the first page of David Joselit’s After Art. And 
the first line of the press release is an inversion of the start to the 
would-be Dummy’s Guide: “We’re at the beach now beneath the 
cobblestone so it seems.” It transforms the negativity into an af-
firmation of the present. The text was written from a specific re-
lation to power and perspective on the future, namely one filled 
with uncertainty rather than hope, but also self-projection.
MB

You placed Scott Reeder and Liam Gillick in the show. It’s an 
unlikely pairing. NB

  It was really a test, the whole show was a test. 
I was interested in these tests of capital and its recuperative ability, 
but also narrating its mediation. MB

  I wonder to what extent art as 
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5 Must-See Booths at the Dallas Art Fair 
BY Thea Ballard | April 15, 2016 

Perhaps it’s just the result of one too many trips to various New York City locations of Dallas BBQ, but as 
a newcomer to the actual city of Dallas, I arrived with many preconceptions of what an art week in this 
North Texas metropolis would look like. Obviously, my Yankee imagination had gotten the better of me: 
Dallas is home to an established, thriving, and notably congenial contemporary art scene, its major 
institutions (the Dallas Museum of Art, Dallas Contemporary, Nasher Sculpture Center) offset by 
collector-run kunsthalles and private collections (the Power Station, and new additions like Site 131 and 
the Karpidas Family Collection). 

The centerpiece of Dallas Arts Week — which includes openings at most of the aforementioned 
institutions, as well as a number of satellite events — is the Dallas Art Fair, which kicked off its eighth 
edition Thursday. Housed in two stories of the Fashion Industry Gallery, with a labyrinthine layout I 
found weirdly pleasant to navigate, the fair is, as one dealer pointed out to me, unusually laid back. 
Among the 97 galleries participating this year, there’s a healthy mix of fair standards, international 
galleries, and locals. Offerings did feel, to an extent, tailored to a certain taste. Particularly on the fair’s 
first floor, it was hard to ignore a general sense of feel-good decorativeness about the work dealers had 
chosen to bring — big, bright, occasionally less-than-tasteful geometric shapes (I particularly enjoyed 
watching an older bottle-blond woman tote her glass of champagne around the Honor Fraser booth; her 
magenta chenille jacket was a perfect match for the Sarah Cain canvases on view there). 

That’s not to say there’s not variety to be had, however. I think of the Thursday night opening at the Power 
Station, which included a noisy and rather long set by Karl Holmqvist and musician Stefan Tcherepnin, 
during which a suit-clad Holmqvist complimented Tcherepnin’s fuzzy guitar loops by banging on a stool 
with a drumstick and smoking a cigarette. On some other end of the spectrum, a show at Site 131 inspired 
by Lee Lozano’s art-world-dropout career arc, curated by Callicoon Fine Arts’ Photios Giovanis, included a 
lovely and rigorous selection of work by the likes of Ulrike Müller, Bracha Ettinger, and Sadie Benning. 

In closing, I would like to note that Dallas mayor Mike Rawlings did open his introductory remarks at the 
fair by stating that he had gathered us all “to talk about my football career.” So, if I may: Texas forever. 

 

Ragna Bley at Hester 
 
For its first year at Dallas Art Fair, this always-solid Chinatown gallery brought a gorgeous sort-of triptych 
— whose three large panels were painted together, but are certainly substantial as individual works — by 
recent Royal College of Art graduate Ragna Bley. This marks the artist’s first showing in the US, and she’ll 
soon have a proper solo at Hester. Fellow downtown New York gallery Tomorrow shares the booth, with a 
pair of works by Carlos Reyes. 
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  48Kommende

DET MAN 
SNUBLER OVER
Ragna Bley er ikke på jakt 
etter løsninger og svar. 
Starten på et prosjekt kan 
komme gjennom lykkelige 
sammentreff eller uhell. I 
april åpner hennes første 
større separatutstilling ved 
HESTER i New York.

– Flere av arbeidene dine synes å være 
fortellende, slik som Empire Prefers 
Quiet Methods fra 2013 – et «marmorar-
beid» i skumplast. Hvordan jobber du?

– Jeg vil gjerne at arbeidene mine skal ha 
en slags tvetydighet, og de kan bære refe-
ranser til for eksempel historie, samtidig 
som det er en åpenhet og humor til stede. 
At de kan oppleves som gåtefulle, handler 
kanskje om at jeg hverken er på jakt etter 
svar eller løsninger, men jobber med ulike 
materialer og et slags arkiv med ideer som 
jeg bærer med meg over lengre tid før 
de får rett «form». Empire (...) var nok et 
typisk eksempel på denne arbeidsmetoden 
hvor det hele begynte med at jeg «snu-
blet» over noe. Jeg fikk masse skumplast 
gratis gjennom en madrassbutikk og visste 
ikke riktig hva jeg skulle bruke det til, så 
jeg prøvde ut mange ulike teknikker før jeg 
tilfeldigvis sølte maling utover det… Da 
jeg skulle tørke opp malingen, oppdaget 
jeg at avtrykket liknet marmor. Samtidig 
søkte jeg opp litteratur om materialet – 
om dets status i en historisk kontekst; fra 
maktsymbol til kitsch, om arkitektur, makt 
og forfall. Og marmorkopier var for øvrig 
vanlige allerede i det gamle Rom, da man 
forsøkte å imitere gresk arkitektur. 

– Dette nummeret av Billedkunst rek-
ker akkurat å komme ut før du er med 
på en gruppeutstilling ved Galleri 
Brandstrup (11.02.–20.03.). Hva får vi 
se? 

– Det blir flere større malerier og muli-
gens også noen skulpturelle elementer. 
Jeg tenker mye på hvordan rom, avstand 
og rytme har innvirkning på arbeidene, 
både i og mellom de ulike verkene. Jeg 
trives også når jeg kan ha et konkret rom/
visningsrom i bakhodet mens jeg jobber. 

– I april åpner dessuten din første større 
separatutstilling, ved New York-galleriet 
HESTER. 

– Ja, jeg ble kontaktet av galleriet i høst, 
og ganske kort tid etter ble det bestemt 

at jeg skulle ha en separatutstilling der. 
HESTER er et nyåpnet galleri som har hatt 
mange fine utstillinger, så jeg ser virkelig 
frem til å arbeide der! Det blir en kombi-
nasjon av skulptur og maleri, med et slags 
utgangspunkt i et mytologisk og scien-
ce-fiction-aktig historisk preg. Men deler 
av utstillingen vil også få lov til å fremstå 
som mer fragmentariske og abstrakte… 
Mer vil jeg nok ikke fortelle for øyeblikket.

– I fjor mottok du reisestipend fra Unge 
Kunstneres Samfund (UKS) – hva vil vi 
kunne se fra reisen?

– Jeg var i Nairobi i Kenya i fire uker rett 
før jul. En veldig inspirerende reise der jeg 
skrev mye og tok bilder. Hva slags form 
prosjektet vil ta, er for tidlig å si, men det 
blir sannsynligvis en kombinasjon av tekst 
og objekter som kommer til å skape et nytt 
narrativ. Prosjektet er dessuten knyttet 
til min egen familiehistorie. Oldefar skrev 
blant annet en bok etter å ha vært i Øst-
Afrika på begynnelsen av 1900-tallet, og vi 
hadde mange gjenstander derfra hjemme 
under oppveksten – fra antilopehorn til 
fotografier og en elefantfot som fungerte 
som en krukke… 
– I desember hadde jeg en opplesning/
performance av en sci-fi-tekst som jeg 

skrev i Nairobi på stunt-utstillingen 
«If it bends it’s funny (if it breaks it’s 
not funny)» i lokalene til Bosse & Baum 
i London. Det var første prosjekt fra 
arbeidsoppholdet vist utenfor atelieret. Til 
høsten blir det en større utstilling sammen 
med de andre kunstnerne som mottok rei-
sestipend, i regi av UKS. 

 

Ragna Bley (f. 1986 i Uppsala i Sverige) bor og 
arbeider i Oslo og London. Hun er utdannet 
ved Kunstakademiet i Oslo (2011) og Royal 
College of Art i London (2015) og arbeider 
hovedsakelig med maleri og skulptur, ofte 
figur- og tekstfragmenter kombinert med et 
abstrakt formspråk. Hun deltok nylig på grup-
peutstillingene «Conflicting Evidence» (1857) 
og «Young Pioneers» (Kunsthall Oslo), 
begge i 2015, samt utstillinger ved prosjek-
trommet Taiga i St. Petersburg, Nordnorsk 
Kunstnersenter (NNKS) og Diane Kruse 
Galerie i Hamburg i 2014. Bley var blant 
de syv som mottok reisestipend fra Unge 
Kunstneres Samfund (UKS) i fjor. Nå står 
blant annet utstillinger ved UKS og New York-
galleriet HESTER for tur.

                                                                              

↓ Bley i atelieret. Foto: Ruozhe Xue.
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Press Release: 

For “Omelette” 1857 moves into the territoire of painting at full throttle, and for once with the bulk of the artists 
sprung from the local scene. But what is left of the nnn when the nn is in exchange with the nnnnn? 

Let’s just begin with a yawn. Come on now, a big yawn. Hhhhhhhhhhh.. (up up up) – (and descending): 
Aaaaaaahhhhhhhhh.. That’s it. Not to demonstrate boredom, oh no! but to prepare for this with some extra oxygen. 
To synchronize the tribe around the bonfire. 

Now, didn’t that feel refreshing? Okay, here we go. 

For its five-year-anniversary 1857 has put together a painting show for their grand summer spectacle. The gallerists 
have been thinking about this for some time. We last met at a masquerade in the southern hemisphere last January. 
Veiled behind a hare and a turtle mask they drunkenly exclaimed their long time desire to compile an exhibition 
sober in its loyalty to this chief category of art, and further elaborated on the enjoyable challenge of arranging it in 
the cool chill and day-lit diction of their concrete space. By far more welcoming in summer, the hare said. By far 
more welcoming in summer, the turtle said. 

The space is by far more welcoming in the summer. During winter it is as gloomy and rough as a Jack London 
campsite. And a challenging place for artworks of organic components all year round. A potential factor in a 
bonanza of Oil on Canvas, n’est-ce pas? The apparatus frequently seen in museums, the hydrothermograph, would 
be as superfluous there as a thermometer in hell. Not everyone would want to expose their paintings to such dire 
conditions? “Not slow-pacing tight-ass figurativists, that’s for sure”, one of them said to a common friend reluctant 
to take part. But never mind all this and let’s start outside. 

••• 

It’s high noon and I’m standing on the sidewalk across the street. They’re expecting me now, but the sun pours 
down Tøyenbekken and I’m giving myself a few minutes méditatives to consider my expectations, ponder the 
gallery and its paratexts. For five years this mini-institution has produced some the most fresh and remarkable shows 
seen in this part of Europe, and gained well-deserved awe and attention in the art-zoo. Most of their fans and 
followers have never even been in the actual building, that’s for sure. So I’m stalling for a second to gain the most 
from my presence. Experience 1857 in its intégralité, so to speak. From face to behind, guts to brain. 

Through the office windows I see the two guys in lively conversation constantly halted by short sessions of tapping 
on their laptops. They laugh a lot while performing silly gestures with their arms and heads. Naturally, I can’t hear 
what they discuss, but if I let my paranoia loose, the gestures can in some way be reminiscent of my own work, 
writing and ideology–trans- lated into a comical act. A red bus roars past and a line of cars blocks my sight. When 
the window reappears they both eat ice cream and salute each other gaily with tiny espresso cups. An assistant enters 
with a bucket. She empties it in the sink before sitting down in the third chair, fatigued. 

The ugly, little house, doing little to improve the view for the neighbours vis-à-vis, rises one more floor. From the 
rooftop 
a rusty iron facade stands as a wall, the only indicator of the large volume hidden in the back. It used to be a big, 
brown and bulky monochrome, subtle in its sobriety, but now it’s been the victim of, or the happy backdrop for, a 
graffiti piece and stands out like a white grin. As I step inside the guys pop up to shake my hand. The assistant is 
introduced and sets off to prepare another round of coffee. 

••• 

The exhibition comprises five artists and an undefined collective. The selection is surprisingly local, and 
Scandinavian, in light of the gallerists’ proclaimed focus on international artists – whatever that means anyway. 
Swede Ragna Bley and Dane Carl Mannov are familiar names, as well as faces, on the Oslo scene, and both have 
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already been extensively exhibited in the city. Previous principles regarding internationality and novelty seem to 
crumble, but perhaps 1857 has decided to finally put their own house in order. Magni Borgehed is another Swede, 
who lives and works in his native country, apparently far into the woods, while the British painter Tom Humphreys 
is the most established artist in the mix–in shrill contrast to the locally based Hi-5 collective, that though deliberately 
kept in the dark, I still deduce to have no insight, nor interest, in con- temporary art whatsoever. Nevertheless they 
make their gallery début here. If Berlin based artist Mirak Jamal rings a bell, it might be because he curiously 
enough also was included in the last show at 1857, but with something quite different from what is on display now. 
—I was in Berlin a month back for the Gallery Weekend and the new series he presented in his studio was so damn 
good and fitting that we just had to throw it in there, Stian says with much enthusiasm. 

In the wacky antechamber with the orange floor Mannov, Borgehed and Jamal form an elegant and light-hearted 
trio. A group of paintings by Borgehed is what first catches the eye. The press release presents him as a Painter, with 
capital P, whose curiosity and playfulness give rise to, and thrive in, a constant outpouring. His dedication to 
painting is fundamentally an interest in the possibilities of applying and arranging paint on a canvas. The works have 
something generational to them, as if he is the heir and current practitioner in a long bloodline of craftsmen in the 
service of a radical modesty. 

Throughout the show Mannov participates with a series of small works. His technique is more complex and styled 
than Borgehed’s. Or perhaps only more à la mode? On a smooth airbrushed background, added layers of strokes and 
figures shift place in variations of a motive that repeatedly maps out the front section of a motorcycle caught in a sea 
of wavy flames – commemorating and celebrating the times back in the 1990s when this space was the fortified 
siège social of the motorcycle gang The Outlaws. 

Jamal offers only a teaser in the front space with a piece that in every way resembles painting, but has had its usual 
components replaced with other tools and materials. Nervous, ma- chine-made scars and cuts together with engraved 
drawings create twitchy white inscriptions in a coloured plasterboard, sporadically decorated with spray-paint and 
prints. This ouverture is tight and agreeable. For once both color and jest goes well with the arrangements floraux, 
but I’m still thinking when are they going to get rid of that floor. —NEVER! Steffen ex- claims and pushes me into 
the main space. 

••• 

—Let’s say that painting of the third millennium has evolved from Renaissance to Mannerism, Stian says 
ceremoniously, and gesticulates left and right, and I can’t make out if it’s an ironic joke or a personal belief. The 
works are scattered, even hung up high, out of reach. A perfectly square, freestanding wall suggests a division of the 
space. It is fully covered with a facsimile of a New Baroque tapestry from the 1870-80s, similar to fragments 
peaking up behind the drywall in the gallery. 

Standing upright alone it becomes a paravent chinois, flirtingly limiting full disclosure, tickling my desire to step 
around it. A jalousie. —Nope, more like an all-over pattern painting, they say. —Painting as decoration, they say. A 
vertical carpet too, they say. A painting is a vertical carpet. A poster too, they say, and tap twice on the wall with a 
skeletal finger. Corbusier said that a painting is a portable mural, Stian says. —Well, no, ‘tapestry’, Steffen says. —
Tapestry, I mean, Stian says. Actually, he said ‘nomadic’, Steffen says. —Poor man’s portable painting, Stian says. 
—Mural, Steffen says. —Mural, Stian says. —The wall is also domesticating it? I say. —What? they say. —Well, 
this space, I say. —Well, sure, Steffen says. —But if painting as embellishment.., I begin. —Listen, they say. And 
then follows a rant, but their further elaboration of its purpose in this context is so back-breakingly confusing and 
contradictoire that I just let them talk themselves to the end while casting glances around. A monumental triptych by 
Bley displays soft rectangles, windows, enclosing abstract patterns, stretching from one can- vas to the next, 
completed on a long stretch of cotton canvas, then cut up and stretched on stretchers. Not abstract enough to escape 
a Rorschach effect, but maybe, that is because I’m thirsty. They are a visually soothing, though palpitating, dis- 
traction to the tirade in the rumbling cathedral. Eventually dying out. —Right, I say. They exchange glances. —Any 
questions? Steffen asks. —Not right now, I say. 
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On the backside hangs a work by Hi-5. It is a medium-sized painting with a few dots, lines and twirls of spray on an 
untreat- ed canvas. Technically realizable in one minute, a mope might say. I like it at first, but quickly feel it lacks 
intention, slightly confused by its indifference and simplicity. Awkwardly out of place on the tapestry background. 
Again, I inquire who or what, entre nous? The assistant enters with a tray of refreshments. The guys both reach for 
the same cake, their hands collide, coffee is spilled, and a Danish is knocked to the ground. I pick it up and 
consequently make it my choice. —We have to keep our sacred oath, Stian says, complacently nibbling at the bone 
of contention. —But come for the opening and see who seems alienated and out of place. And I am left wondering if 
this is just some cerebral practical joke. —It won’t be a farce if no- one tumbles over, Steffen says, doubly vexed. —
Or hurts their head, Stian says, pointing to his head. I hold up my pâtisserie as a counterpoint. —It doesn’t have a 
soul, Steffen says. 

••• 

I say that I think I’m alright now and prefer further contemplation en solitaire. —Absolutely, they say cheerfully, 
immediately striding back to the office and leaving me alone. Silence en- sues. I lightly kick the wall and turn 
around with a flourish. 

But lo’! More by Jamal combat the paravents sole protrusion into the volume. Full-sized sheets of green drywall 
take further calculated steps away from painterly conventions and, plops, enter my realm: l’espace! I walk up close, 
tilt my head, consider the epitome of a mustached man, scratched and cut. 

But behold! I observe the panels of Humphreys’ where they re- side on the walls. A chorale of two. No brush has 
served them paint; no hand can reach them now. In this innermost salle I pace extravagantly from wall to wall, 
within flames and hallucinations and silhouettes both soft and sharp. The blue postered wall and its pimpled painting 
is surely mon souffleur. From my NN-A Astrup Fearnley tote bag I pull up the checklist and some leftover pop pops 
from the National Day, and I read the titles, memorize works, tick off names and celebrate with pangs of alarm, 
hurriedly lest my guides reappear to halt my delight. 

It is a feast of paintings, and I am in its very midst. I hold up the victimized Danish like a skull in my hand, brushing 
off the concrete dust, and some crust and frosting too. —Oh, where be your wit now? I cry. —Where be your 
ridicule? Where be your excellent fancy? I softly touch its egg yolk lips. But the Danish lacks intention. And only 
replies: Eat me. 

About the artists: 

Ragna Bley (b. 1986, Uppsala) lives and works in London and Oslo. Her work is currently part of Young Pioneers at 
Kunsthall Oslo. Recent shows include Screen Saver, Dyson Gallery, London; The Foyer Exhibition, Kunstnernes 
Hus, Oslo; What Thinks Me, Taiga Art Space, St Petersburg; We met at the far end of the landscape and both acted 
shy, Grünerløkka Kunsthall & Podium, Oslo; Read Your Call, Gallery Diane Kruse, Hamburg; and Leather Body—
Feather Scope at LNM Oslo. This summer Bley receives her MA from Royal College of Art in London, after which 
she will travel to Nairobi, Kenya, on a travel grant with a subsequent exhibition at UKS, Oslo, in 2016. 

• 

Magni Borgehed (b. 1982, Växjö) lives and workes in Sikås, Jämtland. Recent shows include Last Resort, 
Copenhagen; DOMA biennale, Sofia; Loyal Gallery, Stockholm; Lumba Kuda, Penang; MODEL, Vancouver; 
Contemporary Art Center of Portland; Växjö konsthall, Växjö; Gallery Henningsen, Copenhagen; Galerie Martin 
Janda, Vienna. Recent performances include Västerbottens Museum, Umeå (with Rasmus West) and Disjecta, 
Portland (with Matthew Lutz-Kinoy). Borgehed is the founder of Sikås Art Center in Hammerdal, Sweden. 

• 

The Hi-5 crew is an Oslo-based collective with no insight, nor interest, in contemporary art. 
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• 

Tom Humphreys (b. 1972, Essex) lives and works in London. Recent solo shows include Bird Food at What 
Pipeline, Detroit; Natural History at Christian Andersen, Copenhagen; Tours at High Art, Paris; and Casa 
Párticularat Rob Tufnell, London. He has been part of group shows at Michael Thibault, Los Angeles; Rob Tufnell, 
Brussels; Thomas Duncan Gallery, Los Angeles; Supportico Lopez, Berlin; Peles Empire, London; and Bergen 
Kunsthall. From 2003 – 2007 he ran the space Flaca in London. Upcoming group shows include Potteries Thinkbelt 
at Rob Tufnell, London and Over you/you, Ljubljana Biennial, Slovenia. 

• 

Mirak Jamal (b. 1979, Tehran) continues his streak of exhibition-making at 1857 after An Account of Discovery and 
Wonder; among other recent shows are early works at Kinderhook & Caracas; Windowlicker at Center; and Deeeee, 
all in Berlin; as well as at the Arran Gallery, Tehran; Thomas Erben Gallery, New York; the Marrakech Biennale 4; 
and the 2011111111111s project, which traveled from Berlin to Tokyo. With Santiago Taccetti he is a founder of an 
ongoing collaborative project of outdoor exhibitions called Stoneroses. He has lived and worked in Minsk; Cologne; 
Texas; Minnesota; Toronto; and currently resides in Berlin. 

• 

Carl Mannov (b. 1990, Copenhagen) lives and works in Oslo. He is currently exhibiting with Chris Hood at Rod 
Barton in London. Recent solo exhibitions in Oslo include: Pro-pods and bullpens at One Night Only, Kunstnernes 
Hus; Prosjektrommet, Trafo Kunsthall; No buddy but our shelves, Oslo Prosjektrom; and Rambuk at Kazachenko’s 
Apartment. Among recent group shows in Oslo are Mind & Matter, LYNX, Høstutstillingen, Kunstnernes Hus; 
Summer Slumber Super Salon, Demon’s Mouth; and Maleri=divergens at Podium. 

1857 is supported by Arts Council Norway 

 


